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INTERACTIVE NEWS WEB PAGE DESIGN

ABSTRACT
Nowadays the internet become one of the most important intermedia in the world,
therefore it has a significant role in the news side. ·
According to the changeable events in news transmittance over the world, it has
been choosen as quick intermedia. The internet and the world of news therefore in order
to be able to have such an attractive for people over world for who are following the
news website I used to design as fit as possible to satisfy·the satisfactions of users so that
the method of display the external design of news webpage should be familiar with the
ease transmittance between the whole pages, so that it has to make sense that the
designer knows how to coordinate the page thus the JSCRIBT gives ease for designer to
design with high level of techniques, To be familiar with the designing fields I should
have an enough knowledge about the following subjects HTML ODBC and ASP,
whereas I must know ORCAL, SQL, ACCESS to deal with database. That is why Ihave
decided to design this website for the field of news.

•
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INTRODUCTION
My project is about an interaction news website, which means that all pages are
interacting with each other, and with other programs, thus all that occurs by using ASP
system therefore this system creates same instruction of the WebPages units. in order to
design my WebPages as a news pages I decided to be done with display the international
daily news such as over whole world news , economic news, sport news, the last
versions of technology side beside to cars race news, and according to be able to follow
the modem news from time to another I hade to use database which would enable me to
add and improve and delete the unbeliever news thus in order to link the database with
news pages I hade to use ODBC system which throw it I could make my Webf'ages
interactive during the database , this belongs the practical side of my project whereas
the theoretical side of my project is talking about an interactive web site; actually news
website, it contains five chapters.

Chapter 1 talks about HTML ; a brief description about it, it's tags, container tags,
creating tables ,creating links, adding images to the web pages, etc

.

Chapter 2 talks about one of the scripting languages, which is Jscript, I talked about its
functions, objects.
.

.

.

Chapter 3 talks about Ms Access, how to create table, how to insert; delete.update,
retrieve data using SQL statements.

Chapter 4 talks about ASP & ODBC technologies; how to connect databases to the
internet and how to interact with users using theses technolÔgies.

Chapter 5 is the practical part of my projectthat is the web site. ·

V

••

Chapter 1 HTML

CHAPTERl

HTML

1.1 Introduction
HTML is inextricably linked with the development of the World Wide Web. Most
of the amazing documents in the WWW are based around HTML. This is a code which
describes the logical structure of documents. HTML defines the structure of a text
document rather than the layout. For World of Today: here a main heading, there a sub
heading, there bold text, there a list, or a line etc. Originally HTML was intended for the
world-wide representation of scientific texts. Understandably

SO;

seeing that scientists

invented the whole thing. Since then new HTML versions have incorporated numerous
little .tricks .. How you see these individual elements depends on your browser, which
interprets the HTML code and reproduces the document accordingly.
The hottest browsers are Opera, Netscape Communicator and Microsoft Internet Explorer.
The latter is included in Windows 98. It seems currently evident that Microsoft has won the
so-called .browser war.. The market share of the Internet Explorer 4 or 5 is double that of
the Communicator. HTML is based on ASCII, American Standard Code for Information
Interchange, This is a code strin~ which enables text representation .. More complex .
formatting such as bold print, underscoring or centring etc. cannot be represented in ASCII.
But then there is HTML.·
So called HTML commands, called tags, prescribe the text structure. These commands are
place in <> brackets. There isusually one command to switch a. characteristic on and

-

another to turn it off. (A few commands are stand alone.)
.

.

.

.

For World OfToday before a word to be printed bold you find the following symbol: <B>,

.

and after it this symbol : </B>. B for bold . The switch-off command is similar to the
.

.

switch-on command, with the addition of a slash /. So the World Of Today for bold is
written in. HTML .as follows: <B>bold word group</B> The browser turns this into
a bold word group. In either case . it does not matter at all whether the tags are in lower or . ·
upper case letters ! /
So HTML files are just text files with the ending htm or html!

1
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1.2 HTML code headers
Every html page must have a header. Header contains important information about
the page.
Different tags are used for different sections of a header. Header of an html page is
specified by
<HEAD> and </HEAD> tags.
<HTML>
<HEAD>

.</HEAD>
</HTML>
We will enter header information between <HEAD> </HEAD> tags.

1.3 Title
One of the rriost important parts of a header is title. Title is the small text that will .
appear in title bar of viewer's browser. So html document will be as below:
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Title of the page</TITLE>
</HEAD>
</HTML>

.

-1.4 Web page body

-

Now the web page needs a body in which will enter web page content. As you may
.

guess we will use these tags: . · ·
<BODY> </BODY>
Body will come right after header end tag. So the web page.will be something like this
Welcome to our homepage.

2
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1.5 Changing size and face of fonts
We can change face and size of fonts using <FONT> ... </FONT> tags. Also using
this tag alone will not change the text. You need to use parameters for this tag. These
parameters specify what kind of change you need in text font.

1.6 Size of font

..

.

To change size of font in a part of text, include it with a <FONT> tag as below:
<FONT SIZE==n> ... ,</font>n is size of font. Size of font must be a numberbetween

1 and 7.

If you insert some text without· determining its size default size will be 3.
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>World Of Today </TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>.
<FONT SIZE==l>1 This text is bold</FONT><br>
<FONT SIZE=2>2This text is bold</FONT><br>
<FONT SIZE=3>3Thistext

is bold</FONT><br>

<FONT SIZE=4>4This text is bold</FONT><br>
<FONT SIZE=5>5This text is bold</FONT><br>
<FONT SIZE=6>6This text is bold</FONT><br>
<FONT SIZE=7>7This text is bqld</FONT><br>
.

.

. </BODY>

-

</HTML>

ı,

.

1.7 Changing font colors
. In previous lesson you learned how to change web page backgro~nd color. Here we
willlearn how to change text color. Look at this World Of Today:
<HTML>.
<HEAD>
...•
.)
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<TITLE>World OfToday</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<FONT COLOR="#FFOOOO">Thistext is in red color.</FONT><br>
<FONT COLOR="#OOFFOO">Thistext is in greeri color.</FONT><br>
<FONT COLOR="#OOOOFF">Thistext is in blue color.</FONT><br>
</BODY>
</HTML>
In above text different colors are used. You can change text color by changing color
number. If you don't remember how to specify color numbers return to previous lesson and
.

.

.

review section on "web page backgroundcolor" .. ·

1.8 Combining.Fonts attributes
We can obviously combine <FONT> tag parameters as we wish. In this way we will
be able to have text with different colors, font faces and font sizes.
You can even use text styles with <FONT> tag by nesting style and font tags.
<B><I><FONT SIZE="5" FACE="IMPACT" COLOR="#OOFFOO">
How is this?
</FONT></I></B>

1.9 Line

Breaks, Paragraphs
.

. .

. As we saw jn previous lesson if we break lines in html code by simply inserting
enter keys (new line characters), lines will not break in output result in browser. They will
be printed in a single line in browser. We must use <BR> tag to do this as you used it in

.

previous lesson.

.

.

You can also divide text using paragraphs. A paragraph starts on a new line with one blank
line after previous line. Paragraph tag is <p> </p>·
<p>First paragraph</p>
<p>Second paragraph</p>

Chapter 1 HTML

You will nest other tags inside paragraph tag for fonts, styles and other tags that will be
used inside a paragraph.
There. is another option in forming text that is using <PRE> tag. Text between <PRE>
</PRE> tags will be displayed exactly as it is typed in html source; Therefore. you will not
need <BR> tags to break lines. It is enough to enter text in separate lines with enter key
· (new line character) at their end.

1.10 Paragraph alignments in your web page
You can determine how a paragraph will be aligned in a web page; You can align
.

.

text in left, right or center of a web page. To specify alignment for a paragraph you must
use an extra parameter for your paragraph tag. You can use one of these combinations:
<P ALIGN="left"> <IP>
<P ALIGN="center"> <IP>
<P ALIGN="right"> </P>
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE> World Of Today</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<P ALIGN="left"> You can align text in left</P>
<P ALIGN="center''>You can.align text incenter.c/P>
<P ALIGN="right"> You can align text in right. <IP>
.<LBODY>
</HTML>.
.

.

.

· 1.11 Images.myeur web page
· . To add an image in a web page. Tag that will be used f~r this purpose is <IMG> tag:
.

:

.

.

.

Actually we will need parameters for this tag. that specify image file location,
.
. file name and
·other optional parameters.
Look at this World Of Today:
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World Of Today 11. 1
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<:TITLE>World Of Today </TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY BACKGROUND="image 1 .gif''>
<B>This is an image:</B><BR>
. <IMG SRC="abanner.gif'>
</BODY>
</HTML>
In. this World Of Today it used both a background image and an image between texts. Also
you may have noticed that this tag is also a single tag that does not need an ending tag.
. If

you want to show your image in a different size than
.
. its real size, you can specify its size

as below,
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE> World Of Today </TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY BACKGROUND="imageLgif''>
This is an image:<BR>
• <IMG SRC="abanner.gif'' WIDTH=234 HEIGHT==30>
.</BODY>

.

</HTML>·

.•
. 1.12 Path of iıiıage file
.

.

·•

.

frnage file must be located in the same directory that html file is located. If the.

image file resides. in other directory, we must. add a relational path. or a complete URLto
· . this image.
See example below;

6
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<IMG SRC="images/abanner.gif'>

Image is located in "images" directory below the

. directory that html file resides.
<IMG SRC=" . ./abanner.gif'> Image is located in parent directory of the directory of html
file.

1.13 Text links.
Creating a text link is an easy task. We will use <A> </A> tag to do this. As before
we will need extra parameters from this tag. Look at example below:
.·<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE> World Of Today</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<A HREF="http://www.yahoo.com">Click

here to visit Yahoo</A>

</BODY>
</HTML>

•',

Above code will create a link that clicking on it will send the user to Yahoo website. We .
have used
HREF parameter to specify destination web page. Text between <A> and </A> is link text
which user will click on it to go to destination page.

1.14-lmage links
It is possible to use an image instead of text. To do this, you must replace link text
.
betweenxA> and </A>
with an <IMG> -tag that displays an image file;

e

<HTML>
. <HEAD>
<TITLE>World Of Today </TITLE>.·
</HEAD>
<BODY>
Click on below picture to visit my homepage'.<BR><BR> ..
<A HREF="http://www.angelfire.com/nt/sarmadys">

7
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<IMG SRC="me.gif">
<IA>
</BODY>
</HTML>
In. above World Of Today clicking on picture will bring surfer to the address of <A
HREF=" ... "> tag, If you see the result in a browser you will notice a blue border around the
picture. This blue border is added to image because it is a default for image links. If you
don't want this border, use border=O parameter.
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE> World Of Today</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
Click on below picture to visit my homepage.<BR><BR>
. <A HREF="http://www.angelfire.com/nt/sarmadys">

,,

<IMG SRC="me.gif''>
<IA>
<BR><BR> Without link border : <BR><BR>
<A HREF="http://www.angelfire.com/nt/sarmadys">
<IMG SRC=''me.gif'' border=O>
<IA>
</BODY>
.<!HTML>

•

•

· 1.15 Tables
••
.

Table is a matrix like object that holds other objects such as text, images, buttons
..

.

'

and etc. Even if you don't see them they are present in alı professional web pages. Hidden
tables hold graphic images and text in their places in these pages. ·

1.15.1 Drawing a table

8
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To draw a table we will use <TABLE> tag. We will need two other related tags to
make table rows and columns. These are <TR> and <TD> tags. <TR> tag is used to create
· a row in table. Data that will fit in a row will be enclosed in <TR> </TR> tags.
Following World-Qi. Today produces a table with two rows. We will need <TD> tag to
create columns in each row.
<TABLE>
<TR>
<TD>First Row</TD>
</TR>
<TR>
<TD>Second Row</TD>
</TR>
</TABLE>
If you browse this code in a browser you may surprise. You will not see any table but two
lines of
code. In fact table is there but you cannot see it.
<TABLE> Tag will not make table borders. You must use a parameter to add borders to the
table.
You can specify a border width for a table by adding a border parameter to <TABLE> tag.
<TABLE BORDER=l>
<TR>
<TD>First Row</TD>

. </TR>
. <TR>

•

<TD>Second Row</TD>

lı·

.

</TR>
</TABLE>
As you may guess d·efault border size is Ü; When we do hot specify sizes for a table it will
be in a size that it needs to be able to· fit text or any other objectthat it will hold.

9
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ı.ıs~2 Specifying

table sizes

To specify width for a table both in percents of page width and in pixels.
<HTML>
.<HEAD>
<TITLE>World Of Today </TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<TABLE WIDTH=50% BORDER=l>
<TR>
<TD>Cell Rawl Coll </TD>
<TD>Cell'Rowl

Col2</TD>

</TR>
<TR>
<TD>Cell Row2 Col 1 </TD>
<TD>Cell Row2 Col2</TD>
</TR>
</TABLE>
</BODY>
</HTML>.
If you want you can determine table width in pixels.
<TABLE WIDTH=250B0RDER=1>
<TR>
<TD>Cell Rawl Coll </TD>
<TD>CeURowl

Col2</TD>

•

</TR> ••.
<TR>
<TD>Cell Row2 Col 1 </TD>
<TD>CelL RoW2 Col2</TD>
</TR>.
</TABLE>

10
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You can specify table height too. In this way you ç<1_n~determine height and width of table.
Width and height of table will be divided between cells in rows and columns so if table
width is I 00 and there are 2 columns then width of each cell will be 50.
Just pay attention to this important point that if you put a lot of text in a cell of a table it
will be expanded to fit the text in it.

.. ·

•.
•

.
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CHAPTER 2 JAVASCRIPT

2.1 Introduction
Everyone who is the least bit familiar with the Internet eventually wants to
represent him or herself there with a home page. But the common page-building programs
like Netscape Composer or Microsoft FrontPage no longer suffice for creating anything
more than a very mediocre home page. Anyone who wants to have a really cool home page
must know a little more than the countless amateurs who are out there on the Internet. The
easiest and best tool for creating a truly attractive and interactive home page is called
JavaScript. The beautiful thing about JavaScript is that the knowledge and system-related
prerequisites for learning the language are relatively low. You just need to know some
HTML

2.2 Functions
We will use functions in most of our JavaScript programs. Therefore I will talk
about this important concept already now. Basically functions are a way for bundling
several commands together. Let's write a script which outputs a certain text threetimes.
Consider the following approach:
Example 4.1
<html>
<script language=" Javaxcript">
<!-- hide
documenLwrite("Welcome tomy homepaget<br>");
document.write("This is JavaScript!<br>").; -.
.

document.write("Welcome
to my
homepage!<br>");
~
·.
.
.
.

.

document.write("This is Javaxcriptl-cbr>"); .:
document.write("Welcome to my honi.epage!<br>"); .·.
documept.write("This is.Javaficriptl <br>");
!/-->
</script>

11
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</html>
This will write out the text
Welcome to my homepage!
This is JavaScript!
Three times. Look at the source code - writing the code three times brings out the right
result. But is this very efficiently? No, we can solve this better. How about this code which
does the sarrie:
Example4.2 .
<html>
<script language="JavaScript">
<!-- hide
function my Function(). {
. document.write("Welcome to my homepage!<br>");
document.write("This is JavaScript!<br>");
}
myFunction();
myFunctionı);
myFunction();

II-->
</script>
</html>
In this script we define a function. This is done through the lines:

. function myl-unctioru) {
'

document.write('.'Welcome to my homepage! <br>");
document.write("This is JavaScript!<br>");
}
The commands inside the

•

·o belong to the function myFunction().

This means that our two

document. write(} commands are bundled, together and can be executed through a function
call. In the example we. have three function calls. You can see that we write myFunction()
.

.

.

.

.

.

three times just below the definition of the function. These are the three function calls. This

12
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means that the contents of the function are being executed three times. This is a very easy
example of a function.
-Yoo rrrrzht wonder why functions are so important. While reading this tutorial you will

certainly realize the benefits of functions. Especially. variable passing makes our scripts
really flexible .
Functions can also be used in combination with event-handlers. Please consider this
example 4.3

\

<hJ:1111>
<head>
<script language="JavaScript">
<!-- hide
function calculation() {
var.x= 12·
. '
vary= 5;
var result= x + y;
alert(result);

}II-->
</script>
</head>
<body>
<form>
<input type=vbutton" value="Calculate" önClick="calculation()">
</form>

.

;i .

. </body>

•

</html>
(The
online version
lets
.
.
. you test this script immediately)
.
.
The button calls the function calculation(). You can see that the function does certain
calculations.
Forthis we are using the variables x, y and result. We can define a variable with the
keyword var. Variables can be used to store different values - like numbers, text strings etc.
13
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The line var result= x + y; tells the browser to create a variable result and store in it the.
result of x + y (Le. 5 + 12). After this operation the variable result is 17. The command
alertıresult) is in this case the same as alert(l 7). This means we get a popup window with
the number 17 in it.

2.3 The Time-object
With the help of timeouts (or timer) you can let the computer execute some code
after a certain period of time. The following script shows a button which opens up a popup
window after 3 seconds. The script looks like this:
· Example 5.1
<script language= "Javascript">
<!-- hide

.

function timert) {
setTimeout("alert('Time

,4
is up!')", 3000);

}
//-->
<rscript>.

<form>

< input type= "button" value= "Timer" onClick= "timerı) ">
<!form>
setTimeoutO
Js a method of the window-object? It sets a timeout - I. think you might have guessed that.
· The first argument is the JavaScript code which shall be executed after a certain time. In

.

our case this argument is "alert/'Time is up!')". Please note that the Javaxcript-code has to
.

.

.

.

.

be inside quotes. The second argument tells the computer when the code shall be executed.
You have to specify the t[me in number of milliseconds (3000 milliseconds= 3 seconds}. ·

14
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2.4 The Date-object
Javascript lets you use some predefined objects. This is for example the Date-object,
the Array object or the Math-object. There are several other objects - please refer to the
documentation provided by Netscape for a complete reference.
We are going to have a look at the Date-object first. As the name implies this object lets
you work with time and date. For example you can easily calculate how many days are left
· until next christmas. Or you can add the actual time to your HTML-document.
So let's begin with an example which displays the actual time. First we have to create a
. new Date-object. For this purpose we are using the new operator. Look at this line of code:
today= new Date()
This creates a new Date-object called today. If you do not specify a certain date and time
when creating a new Date-object the actual date and time is used. This means after
executing today= new Date O the new Date-object today represents the date and time of this
specific moment.
The Date-object offers some methods which can now be used with our object today. This is
for example getilourst}, setllourst), getlvfinutesO, setMinutes(), getMonth(), seıMontht}
and so on. which changes the time every second or millisecond automatically .
. .In order to get another date and time we can use another constructor (this is the Datet)
method which is called through the new operator when constructing a new Date-object):
today= new Date(] 997, O, 1, 17, 35, 23) This will create a' Date-object which represents
the.
.
.
,

first of january 1997 at 17:35 and 23 seconds. So you specify the date and time like this:
<It

Date(year, month, day, hours, minutes, seconds):
Please note that you have to use O for January - and not l as you might think. 1 stands for
Febnıaryand

so on. Now we will write a script which outputs the actual date and time. The.

resultwill look like this:

Time: 17:53
Date: 4131201 O
The code looks•like this: · ·
· Example 6.1

15
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<script language= "JavaScript">
<!-~ hide
now= new Daiei);
document. write("Time: "+ now.getllourst) + ":" + now.getMinutesO + "<br> '');
döcument.write("Date: "+ (now.getMonthO + 1) + "/" + now.getDateQ + "I"+
(1900 + now.getYearO));

//-->
<Zscript>:'
Here we use methods like getlloursı) in order to display the time and date specified in out
Dateobject now. You can see that we are adding 1900 to the year. The method get Yeart)
returns the number of years since 1900. This means if the year is 1997 it will return 9T if
the year is 2010 it will return 110 - not 10! If we add 1900 we won't have the year 2000
problem. Remember that we have to increment the number we receive through getMonthO
by one.
This script does not check whether the number of minutes is less than 10. This means you
can get a time which looks like this: 14:3 which actually means 14:03: We will see in the
next script how to solve this problem. Now we will have a look at a script which displays a
working clock:
Example 6.2
<html>
<head>
<script Language= "Javabcript">
<F-- hide
var timeStr, dateStr;

•

function c!ockO. {

~

.•..

now= new Datet);

· II time
hours= now.geıHourst};
minutes= now.getbdinutest);
seconds= now.geısecondsı):
timeStr= ~,,, + hours;
16
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timeStr+

=

((minutes < I O) ? ":O": ": '') + minutes;

rimeStr+= ((seconds< JO)? ":O": ":'')+seconds;
document.clock.time.value

=

timeStr;

1date

date= now.getlıatet);
month= now.geıMontht)+ I;
year= now.get'Yeart);
dateStr= "" + month;
dateStr+ = ((date < I O) ? "/0" : ''/'') + date;
dateStr+

= "/"

+ year;

document. clock. date. value = · dateStr;
Timer= setTimeout("clockO ", I 000);
}
//-:..>

</script>
<rhead>
<body onLoad= "clocks) ">
<form name="clock">
· .Time.'.
<input type="textf' name="time" size="8" value=""><br>
Date:
<_inputtype=l'text" name=l'date" size='B'tvalue= '"'>
·-;:./form>
<rbody>

•

<rhtml>
(The •online versi~~ lets you test this script immediately) . ·

We. use the set'Iimeoutı) method for setting the·time and. date every second: . So we create
'

· every second a new Date-object with the actual time. You can see that the function dockO
is called with the onLoad event-handler in the <body> tag. In the body-part of our HTML- ·..
page we have two text-elements. The function clocks) writes the time and date into these
two form-elements in the right format You can see that ı,.ie are using two strings timeStr
17
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and dateStr for this purpose. We have mentioned earlier that there is a problem with
minutes less than 1 O - this script solves this problem through this line of code: timeStr+

=

((minutes < 1 O) ? :0": ": '') + minutes;
11

Here the number of minutes are added to the string timeStr. If the minutes are less than 1 O
we have to add a O. This line of code might look a little bit strange to you. You could also
write it like this which might look more familar:

if (minutes< 1 O) timeStr+= ":O'' +minutes
else timeStr+ = ":" + minutes;

ı.

ı:

.

;

·lı·

•
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CHAPTER3
MICROSOFT ACCESS DATABASE

1.1 Introduction
Access is an interactive, relational database management system. A database is an
organized collection of data stored in categories that are accessible in a logical or practical
manner.
Relational databases enable data to. be stored in multiple tables linked together via data
indexes. This makes working with the data faster and easier. Once entered into the database,
the data may be manipulated or viewed in various ways such as by sorting or by specially
set-up queries and reports.
Microsoft Access is a powerful program to create and manage your databases. It has many
built in features to assist you in constructing and viewing your information. Access is much
more involved and is a more genuine database application than other programs such as
Microsoft Works. First, you need to understand how Microsoft Access breaks down a
database. Some keywords involved in this process are: Database File, Table, Record.Field,
Data-type. Here is the Hierarchy that Microsoft Access uses in breaking down a database .

••

.

.~
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Database File: This is your main file that encompasses
the entire database and that is saved to your hard-drive

Database File:'
Table

or floppy disk.

Table:A table is a collection of data about a specific
topic. There can be multiple tables in a database.

Field:Fields are the different categories within a Table.
Tables usually contain multiple fields.

Datatypes:Datatypes

Value

are the properties of each field. A

field only has 1 datatype.
FieldName) Student LastName
· Datatype) Text

1.20bjects
Every database can contain several types of object The data itself is contained in an
objectcalled a table: The data can be used· in a wide variety of .formats, for example,
mailing lists, forms, reports and graphs. Each of these is a type of object. You create.
objects by clicking on the appropriate
tab in the Database window, then clicking
on the
.
.
New button. Once objects suchas tables have been created, they will be listed under the

.

· object tab whenever it is select,ed. To open an existing object, click on its name so that it
.

.

.

.

becomes highlighted then click on. Open. All objects have properties that can be set to
· d~termine how the object appears or operates

20
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1.3Tables
A table is the first type of object to create in a.database. It is a way of defining how
the data is to be stored. As with all databases, a table consists of 'records' (rows) and
'fields' (columns),
Each record represents one individual item in the database, such as a person in an address
book, and each field represents a component of the record such as a surname or part of an
address.
· Access is a relational database management system. This means that instead of having the
data stored in ·one large file or table, it can be divided into several smaller tables. This
reduces the amount of duplication of data and makes it easier to manage. The tables can be
related to each other by a common field ~uch as a case identification number. You can work
with several tables at the same time.
Creating a Table
To create a table, make sure that the Tables object tab is selected then click on the New
· button, Thispresents you with a dialogue box with five choices:

If you select Table Wizard, Access will help you to create a standard table by using pre~

.

.

defined fields. Selecting Design View, on the other hand allows you to. design your own
table.
.

.

SelectJ?esign View and click OK to bring

~

up the Table design window:
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the lower right corner of this window is an area containing a brief explanation of the
section containing the cursor? Field Names and

1.31 DataTypes
Each field of the table has three components: the Field Name, which identifies the
data stored in the field, the Data Type, which tells Access what kind of data will be stored
in· the field, such as text, numbers or dates, and the Description, which helps the user
remember the purpose of the field. It is very important to choose the right data type for a
field at this stage. Access will automatically insert a data type when you name a field but if
you need to change it, click on the data type box, and then click on the downward arrow
that appears to the right of the box. You can then choose a new data typ~ from the drop
down list.
As you type in the name of each field, a Properties section appears in the lower left corner
of the window 'where you can optionally define several properties for each field. Here you
can specify the format of the data to be entered and specify criteria for validating the data
as it is entered.
When you have defined the name, data type and properties of each field, save the table by
choosing save from the File menu. At this point you will be informed that a Primary key
has not been set and you will be asked if you wish Access to create one. ·

A table is a collection of data about a specific topic. Using a separate table for each topic
means that you store that data only once, which makes your database more efficient, and
. reduces data-entry errors.

•
Tables organize data into columns (called fields) and rows (called records).
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:5ach.ffııl,i in fiı.ı Studııtı1'P-'totds .tabfıı ac-niaiııs thıı :ıatn# ~pa of... . . . . . ·
injbrma:ti.onfar.ııvery smdMt, .such as .shıdsnt's Socıa.l .5~t!{V ]ı§ırnbBt
{Soc S;1c #>. This is an ;1xamı;ıls of a COLUMN

Eaı:h rııcord in a 1!tudınt Rııısotd:. wb1ı contains alt,,ıf t1uı i~nnafion
ab.:ıut cn.ı student, sudı as thetr J?ir:st :M:ımil, £ast Mımıı, Birthday,
Address; and ôtv. Jk... This ıs an ,uamı,le ota ROW

3.4

Primary Key
One or more fields (columns) whose value or values uniquely identify each record

in a table. A primary key does not allow Null values and must always have a unique value.

A primary

key is used to relate a table to foreign keys in other tables.

A Primary key field is a field that is used uniquely to identify each record. The field can be
used by Access to manipulate data more efficiently. You do not have to specify a key. If
you wish to use one, you can choose an existing field or, if you answer yes to the prompt
for Access to create a Primary key,Access will create an extra field containing an ID .
number for each case.

'\.5
.
.Entering Data

Once you have defined the structure of a table, you can start to enter·
into it..
. .data
..
'

You created the. table in Design view: To enter
data,
switch
to Datasheet view
by selecting
'
·.
. .
..
.

.

. Datasheet from the View menu. This produces a spreadsheet style window with the name
of{,ach field aıthe top of a column~
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The highlighted box or cell of the datasheet denotes the insertion point for data. If you
requested Access to create a Primary key, the first cell is a counter called ID, which is
automatically filled- in by Access. Press TAB to move to the next cell containing your first

1.6 Field
•

Saving Data: You do not have to do anything special to save the data. When you
leave a record to go to the next one or close the table, Access automatically saves·
any changes. To close the table choose Close from the File menu

•

Finding Data: The simplest way to find a record in a table is: From the database
window, open the table in Datasheet view. Select the field to search by clicking on
its name box. Choose Find from the Edit menu. Enter the value you want to search
for in the Find What? box and click on Find First.

You can also specify whether the search should match for case, in which direction to search
and whether to search other fields. When you initiate a search, the cursor moves to the first
occurrence of the search string in the table and the string is highlighted. To search for
another occurrence of the same value, use the Find Next button.

· I, i Relationships
After you've set up multiple tables in your Microsoft Access database, you need a
way of telling Access how to bring that information back together again. The first step in
this process is to define relationships between your tables: After you have done that, you
.

..

ca~ create queries? forms, and· reports to display information from several tables at once.

A relationship works by matching data in key fields - usually a_ field with the same name in
both tables.In most cases, thesematching fields are the primary key from one table, which
provides

a

unique identifier for each record, and a foreign key in. the other table. For

exam'?ııe, teachers can be associatedwith the students they are responsible for by creating a
-1' .

relationship between the teacher's table and the student's table using theTeacherID fields.
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1.8 Forms
A form is nothing more than a graphical representation of a table. You can add,
update, delete records in your table by using a form. NOTE: Although a form can be named
different from a table, they both still manipulate the same information and the same exact
data. Hence, if you change a record in a form, it will be changed in the table also.

A form is very good to use when you have numerous fields in a table. This way you can see
all the fields in one screen, whereas if you were in the table view (datasheet) you would
have to keep scrolling to get the field you desire.

1.9 Reports
A report is an· effective way to present your data in a printed format. Because you
have control over the size and appearance of everything on a report, you can display the
information the way you want to see it.

•
•

,·-.J..-·.
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CHAPTER 4

ASP AND ODBC

4~1 Introduction ASP
Active Server Pages or ASP, as itis more commonly known, is a technology that
enables you to make dynamic and interactive web pages. ASP uses server-side scripting to
dynamically produce web pages that are not affected by the type of browser the web site
visitor is using. The default scripting language used for writing ASP is VB Script, although
you can use other scripting languages like JScript(Microsoft's

version of JavaScript).

ASP pages have the extension .asp instead of .HTM, when a browser the web server knows
to interpret any ASP contained within the web page before sending the HTML produced to
the browser requests a page with the extension .asp, This way all the ASP is run on the web
server and no ASP, will ever be passed to the web browser. Any web pages containing ASP
cannot be run by just simply opening the page in a web browser. The page must be
requested through a web server that supports ASP, this is why ASP stands for Active
Server Pages, no server, no active pages.
As ASP was first introduced by Microsoft on it's web server, Internet Information Services
(IIS), that runs on Windows 2000/XP Pro/NT4, it is this web server that ASP pages usually
run best on.
For those of you running Windows and wish to play around with ASP on your own system

'
you will need to. install Microsoft's Internet
Information Services (IIS). Lucky IIS or its
micro version Personal Web Server (PWS). comes free
with Windows.
.
.

4.2Wbat is ADO?
•

ADO is a Microsofttechnology

.•

ADO stands for ActiveX Data Objects

- •
•

··

ADO is a MicrosoftActive~X component
ADO is automatically installed with Microsoft IIS

26
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•

ADO is a programming interface to access data in a database

4.3 Creating the Database
· To create a database your first need to open Microsoft Access and choose 'Blank
Access Database' from the starting menu. You will.be prompted for a name for the database
and where you want it saved. Call the database 'World_news.mdb' and save it in the same
directory as the web page connecting to the database is going to be.

You should now see the main Access dialog box, from here select 'Create table in design ·
view'.

\create table in Design view\
I!]

ım .

·createtable by using wizard
Create table by entering data

You now need to create 3 fields for the _ database and select there data types.

Field
1 needs to be called(JD_na'
and have the data type
of i_;lutoNumber'.
Also set this
.
'
.
.
.
. .
..
.
field as the primary key .
Field2 needs to be called 'Name' and have.jhe data type oftext. Field 3 needs. to be called
'Comments' and also has the data type of textbut this time
. ~ you need to change the default
.
. .

.

'

field size of 50 to 100 characters under the 'General'tab in the ·'Field Properties' •·box. at the
'
bottom of the screen.. ·
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Once the entire fields have been created and the data types and primary key set save the
table as 'th/Comments'.

Now the table has been created you need to enter some test data into the table. You can do
this by double-clicking on the new table (th IComments} in the main dialog box. From here
you can enter some test data. I would recommend entering at least 3 pieces of test data.

4.4 Creating an HTML Page to take User Input
First ~eed

:,

to quickly create an HTML page with aform on it to take the· input

from the user;

In this page-we-wi-1-1..-ha:ve-~ext boxes, one called 'name' and the other called, 'comments',
we will then use the post method to send the page to the file, 'add_to_World _news.asp' that
we are going to be creating ].ater inthistutorial;
.t

whichwilladd the user input into the
.

·database.

. 28
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Save the page as 'World _newsJorm.htm'

in the same folder as the World _news database.

4.5 Creating a Page to Select the Database Entry to Delete
First we need to create a page to display the contents of the database so we can
select which entry that we want to delete. ·

:,
I'm not going to go into two much detail on this page as it is almost identical to the page
'World-_news.asp'·we createdin the first database tutorial.

The only difference is that we are selecting all fields from the table 'th/Comments' in the
World _news database so we are using the SQL query with the wild card, 'tb!Comments. *'
to get all the fields from the table.

The other difference is when we are displaying the contents of the database in the web page
using the 'Response: Write' method we are now creating a hyperlinkto the 'delete_entry.asp'·
. page. which we will be creating later in this tutorialtodelete

29
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:,
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Save this page as 'delete_select.asp' in the same folder as the. World _news database.

4.6 Creating a·Page to Select the Database Entry to Update
-~-

· ·

·

· First w~ need to create a page to display the contents of the database so we can .

select which entry that we want to update ..
I'm not going to go into any detail about this page as it is almost identical to the page we
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays the internet become one of the most important intermedia in the world,
therefore it has a significant role in the news side. ·
According to the changeable events in news transmittance over the world, it has
been choosen as quick intermedia. The internet and the world of news therefore in order
to be able to have such an attractive for people over world for who are following the
news website I used to design as fit as possible to satisfy·the satisfactions of users so that
the method of display the external design of news webpage should be familiar with the
ease transmittance between the whole pages, so that it has to make sense that the
designer knows how to coordinate the page thus the JSCRIBT gives ease for designer to
design with high level of techniques, To be familiar with the designing fields I should
have an enough knowledge about the following subjects HTML ODBC and ASP,
whereas I must know ORCAL, SQL, ACCESS to deal with database. That is why Ihave
decided to design this website for the field of news.

•

.
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INTRODUCTION
My project is about an interaction news website, which means that all pages are
interacting with each other, and with other programs, thus all that occurs by using ASP
system therefore this system creates same instruction of the WebPages units. in order to
design my WebPages as a news pages I decided to be done with display the international
daily news such as over whole world news , economic news, sport news, the last
versions of technology side beside to cars race news, and according to be able to follow
the modem news from time to another I hade to use database which would enable me to
add and improve and delete the unbeliever news thus in order to link the database with
news pages I hade to use ODBC system which throw it I could make my Webf'ages
interactive during the database , this belongs the practical side of my project whereas
the theoretical side of my project is talking about an interactive web site; actually news
website, it contains five chapters.

Chapter 1 talks about HTML ; a brief description about it, it's tags, container tags,
creating tables ,creating links, adding images to the web pages, etc

.

Chapter 2 talks about one of the scripting languages, which is Jscript, I talked about its
functions, objects.
.

.

.

Chapter 3 talks about Ms Access, how to create table, how to insert; delete.update,
retrieve data using SQL statements.

Chapter 4 talks about ASP & ODBC technologies; how to connect databases to the
internet and how to interact with users using theses technolÔgies.

Chapter 5 is the practical part of my projectthat is the web site. ·

V

••
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CHAPTERl

HTML

1.1 Introduction
HTML is inextricably linked with the development of the World Wide Web. Most
of the amazing documents in the WWW are based around HTML. This is a code which
describes the logical structure of documents. HTML defines the structure of a text
document rather than the layout. For World of Today: here a main heading, there a sub
heading, there bold text, there a list, or a line etc. Originally HTML was intended for the
world-wide representation of scientific texts. Understandably

SO;

seeing that scientists

invented the whole thing. Since then new HTML versions have incorporated numerous
little .tricks .. How you see these individual elements depends on your browser, which
interprets the HTML code and reproduces the document accordingly.
The hottest browsers are Opera, Netscape Communicator and Microsoft Internet Explorer.
The latter is included in Windows 98. It seems currently evident that Microsoft has won the
so-called .browser war.. The market share of the Internet Explorer 4 or 5 is double that of
the Communicator. HTML is based on ASCII, American Standard Code for Information
Interchange, This is a code strin~ which enables text representation .. More complex .
formatting such as bold print, underscoring or centring etc. cannot be represented in ASCII.
But then there is HTML.·
So called HTML commands, called tags, prescribe the text structure. These commands are
place in <> brackets. There isusually one command to switch a. characteristic on and

-

another to turn it off. (A few commands are stand alone.)
.

.

.

.

For World OfToday before a word to be printed bold you find the following symbol: <B>,

.

and after it this symbol : </B>. B for bold . The switch-off command is similar to the
.

.

switch-on command, with the addition of a slash /. So the World Of Today for bold is
written in. HTML .as follows: <B>bold word group</B> The browser turns this into
a bold word group. In either case . it does not matter at all whether the tags are in lower or . ·
upper case letters ! /
So HTML files are just text files with the ending htm or html!

1
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1.2 HTML code headers
Every html page must have a header. Header contains important information about
the page.
Different tags are used for different sections of a header. Header of an html page is
specified by
<HEAD> and </HEAD> tags.
<HTML>
<HEAD>

.</HEAD>
</HTML>
We will enter header information between <HEAD> </HEAD> tags.

1.3 Title
One of the rriost important parts of a header is title. Title is the small text that will .
appear in title bar of viewer's browser. So html document will be as below:
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Title of the page</TITLE>
</HEAD>
</HTML>

.

-1.4 Web page body

-

Now the web page needs a body in which will enter web page content. As you may
.

guess we will use these tags: . · ·
<BODY> </BODY>
Body will come right after header end tag. So the web page.will be something like this
Welcome to our homepage.

2
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1.5 Changing size and face of fonts
We can change face and size of fonts using <FONT> ... </FONT> tags. Also using
this tag alone will not change the text. You need to use parameters for this tag. These
parameters specify what kind of change you need in text font.

1.6 Size of font

..

.

To change size of font in a part of text, include it with a <FONT> tag as below:
<FONT SIZE==n> ... ,</font>n is size of font. Size of font must be a numberbetween

1 and 7.

If you insert some text without· determining its size default size will be 3.
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>World Of Today </TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>.
<FONT SIZE==l>1 This text is bold</FONT><br>
<FONT SIZE=2>2This text is bold</FONT><br>
<FONT SIZE=3>3Thistext

is bold</FONT><br>

<FONT SIZE=4>4This text is bold</FONT><br>
<FONT SIZE=5>5This text is bold</FONT><br>
<FONT SIZE=6>6This text is bold</FONT><br>
<FONT SIZE=7>7This text is bqld</FONT><br>
.

.

. </BODY>

-

</HTML>

ı,

.

1.7 Changing font colors
. In previous lesson you learned how to change web page backgro~nd color. Here we
willlearn how to change text color. Look at this World Of Today:
<HTML>.
<HEAD>
...•
.)
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<TITLE>World OfToday</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<FONT COLOR="#FFOOOO">Thistext is in red color.</FONT><br>
<FONT COLOR="#OOFFOO">Thistext is in greeri color.</FONT><br>
<FONT COLOR="#OOOOFF">Thistext is in blue color.</FONT><br>
</BODY>
</HTML>
In above text different colors are used. You can change text color by changing color
number. If you don't remember how to specify color numbers return to previous lesson and
.

.

.

review section on "web page backgroundcolor" .. ·

1.8 Combining.Fonts attributes
We can obviously combine <FONT> tag parameters as we wish. In this way we will
be able to have text with different colors, font faces and font sizes.
You can even use text styles with <FONT> tag by nesting style and font tags.
<B><I><FONT SIZE="5" FACE="IMPACT" COLOR="#OOFFOO">
How is this?
</FONT></I></B>

1.9 Line

Breaks, Paragraphs
.

. .

. As we saw jn previous lesson if we break lines in html code by simply inserting
enter keys (new line characters), lines will not break in output result in browser. They will
be printed in a single line in browser. We must use <BR> tag to do this as you used it in

.

previous lesson.

.

.

You can also divide text using paragraphs. A paragraph starts on a new line with one blank
line after previous line. Paragraph tag is <p> </p>·
<p>First paragraph</p>
<p>Second paragraph</p>

Chapter 1 HTML

You will nest other tags inside paragraph tag for fonts, styles and other tags that will be
used inside a paragraph.
There. is another option in forming text that is using <PRE> tag. Text between <PRE>
</PRE> tags will be displayed exactly as it is typed in html source; Therefore. you will not
need <BR> tags to break lines. It is enough to enter text in separate lines with enter key
· (new line character) at their end.

1.10 Paragraph alignments in your web page
You can determine how a paragraph will be aligned in a web page; You can align
.

.

text in left, right or center of a web page. To specify alignment for a paragraph you must
use an extra parameter for your paragraph tag. You can use one of these combinations:
<P ALIGN="left"> <IP>
<P ALIGN="center"> <IP>
<P ALIGN="right"> </P>
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE> World Of Today</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<P ALIGN="left"> You can align text in left</P>
<P ALIGN="center''>You can.align text incenter.c/P>
<P ALIGN="right"> You can align text in right. <IP>
.<LBODY>
</HTML>.
.

.

.

· 1.11 Images.myeur web page
· . To add an image in a web page. Tag that will be used f~r this purpose is <IMG> tag:
.

:

.

.

.

Actually we will need parameters for this tag. that specify image file location,
.
. file name and
·other optional parameters.
Look at this World Of Today:

5
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World Of Today 11. 1
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<:TITLE>World Of Today </TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY BACKGROUND="image 1 .gif''>
<B>This is an image:</B><BR>
. <IMG SRC="abanner.gif'>
</BODY>
</HTML>
In. this World Of Today it used both a background image and an image between texts. Also
you may have noticed that this tag is also a single tag that does not need an ending tag.
. If

you want to show your image in a different size than
.
. its real size, you can specify its size

as below,
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE> World Of Today </TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY BACKGROUND="imageLgif''>
This is an image:<BR>
• <IMG SRC="abanner.gif'' WIDTH=234 HEIGHT==30>
.</BODY>

.

</HTML>·

.•
. 1.12 Path of iıiıage file
.

.

·•

.

frnage file must be located in the same directory that html file is located. If the.

image file resides. in other directory, we must. add a relational path. or a complete URLto
· . this image.
See example below;
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<IMG SRC="images/abanner.gif'>

Image is located in "images" directory below the

. directory that html file resides.
<IMG SRC=" . ./abanner.gif'> Image is located in parent directory of the directory of html
file.

1.13 Text links.
Creating a text link is an easy task. We will use <A> </A> tag to do this. As before
we will need extra parameters from this tag. Look at example below:
.·<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE> World Of Today</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<A HREF="http://www.yahoo.com">Click

here to visit Yahoo</A>

</BODY>
</HTML>

•',

Above code will create a link that clicking on it will send the user to Yahoo website. We .
have used
HREF parameter to specify destination web page. Text between <A> and </A> is link text
which user will click on it to go to destination page.

1.14-lmage links
It is possible to use an image instead of text. To do this, you must replace link text
.
betweenxA> and </A>
with an <IMG> -tag that displays an image file;

e

<HTML>
. <HEAD>
<TITLE>World Of Today </TITLE>.·
</HEAD>
<BODY>
Click on below picture to visit my homepage'.<BR><BR> ..
<A HREF="http://www.angelfire.com/nt/sarmadys">

7
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<IMG SRC="me.gif">
<IA>
</BODY>
</HTML>
In. above World Of Today clicking on picture will bring surfer to the address of <A
HREF=" ... "> tag, If you see the result in a browser you will notice a blue border around the
picture. This blue border is added to image because it is a default for image links. If you
don't want this border, use border=O parameter.
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE> World Of Today</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
Click on below picture to visit my homepage.<BR><BR>
. <A HREF="http://www.angelfire.com/nt/sarmadys">

,,

<IMG SRC="me.gif''>
<IA>
<BR><BR> Without link border : <BR><BR>
<A HREF="http://www.angelfire.com/nt/sarmadys">
<IMG SRC=''me.gif'' border=O>
<IA>
</BODY>
.<!HTML>

•

•

· 1.15 Tables
••
.

Table is a matrix like object that holds other objects such as text, images, buttons
..

.

'

and etc. Even if you don't see them they are present in alı professional web pages. Hidden
tables hold graphic images and text in their places in these pages. ·

1.15.1 Drawing a table

8
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To draw a table we will use <TABLE> tag. We will need two other related tags to
make table rows and columns. These are <TR> and <TD> tags. <TR> tag is used to create
· a row in table. Data that will fit in a row will be enclosed in <TR> </TR> tags.
Following World-Qi. Today produces a table with two rows. We will need <TD> tag to
create columns in each row.
<TABLE>
<TR>
<TD>First Row</TD>
</TR>
<TR>
<TD>Second Row</TD>
</TR>
</TABLE>
If you browse this code in a browser you may surprise. You will not see any table but two
lines of
code. In fact table is there but you cannot see it.
<TABLE> Tag will not make table borders. You must use a parameter to add borders to the
table.
You can specify a border width for a table by adding a border parameter to <TABLE> tag.
<TABLE BORDER=l>
<TR>
<TD>First Row</TD>

. </TR>
. <TR>

•

<TD>Second Row</TD>

lı·

.

</TR>
</TABLE>
As you may guess d·efault border size is Ü; When we do hot specify sizes for a table it will
be in a size that it needs to be able to· fit text or any other objectthat it will hold.
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ı.ıs~2 Specifying

table sizes

To specify width for a table both in percents of page width and in pixels.
<HTML>
.<HEAD>
<TITLE>World Of Today </TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<TABLE WIDTH=50% BORDER=l>
<TR>
<TD>Cell Rawl Coll </TD>
<TD>Cell'Rowl

Col2</TD>

</TR>
<TR>
<TD>Cell Row2 Col 1 </TD>
<TD>Cell Row2 Col2</TD>
</TR>
</TABLE>
</BODY>
</HTML>.
If you want you can determine table width in pixels.
<TABLE WIDTH=250B0RDER=1>
<TR>
<TD>Cell Rawl Coll </TD>
<TD>CeURowl

Col2</TD>

•

</TR> ••.
<TR>
<TD>Cell Row2 Col 1 </TD>
<TD>CelL RoW2 Col2</TD>
</TR>.
</TABLE>

10
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You can specify table height too. In this way you ç<1_n~determine height and width of table.
Width and height of table will be divided between cells in rows and columns so if table
width is I 00 and there are 2 columns then width of each cell will be 50.
Just pay attention to this important point that if you put a lot of text in a cell of a table it
will be expanded to fit the text in it.

.. ·

•.
•

.
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CHAPTER 2 JAVASCRIPT

2.1 Introduction
Everyone who is the least bit familiar with the Internet eventually wants to
represent him or herself there with a home page. But the common page-building programs
like Netscape Composer or Microsoft FrontPage no longer suffice for creating anything
more than a very mediocre home page. Anyone who wants to have a really cool home page
must know a little more than the countless amateurs who are out there on the Internet. The
easiest and best tool for creating a truly attractive and interactive home page is called
JavaScript. The beautiful thing about JavaScript is that the knowledge and system-related
prerequisites for learning the language are relatively low. You just need to know some
HTML

2.2 Functions
We will use functions in most of our JavaScript programs. Therefore I will talk
about this important concept already now. Basically functions are a way for bundling
several commands together. Let's write a script which outputs a certain text threetimes.
Consider the following approach:
Example 4.1
<html>
<script language=" Javaxcript">
<!-- hide
documenLwrite("Welcome tomy homepaget<br>");
document.write("This is JavaScript!<br>").; -.
.

document.write("Welcome
to my
homepage!<br>");
~
·.
.
.
.

.

document.write("This is Javaxcriptl-cbr>"); .:
document.write("Welcome to my honi.epage!<br>"); .·.
documept.write("This is.Javaficriptl <br>");
!/-->
</script>

11
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</html>
This will write out the text
Welcome to my homepage!
This is JavaScript!
Three times. Look at the source code - writing the code three times brings out the right
result. But is this very efficiently? No, we can solve this better. How about this code which
does the sarrie:
Example4.2 .
<html>
<script language="JavaScript">
<!-- hide
function my Function(). {
. document.write("Welcome to my homepage!<br>");
document.write("This is JavaScript!<br>");
}
myFunction();
myFunctionı);
myFunction();

II-->
</script>
</html>
In this script we define a function. This is done through the lines:

. function myl-unctioru) {
'

document.write('.'Welcome to my homepage! <br>");
document.write("This is JavaScript!<br>");
}
The commands inside the

•

·o belong to the function myFunction().

This means that our two

document. write(} commands are bundled, together and can be executed through a function
call. In the example we. have three function calls. You can see that we write myFunction()
.

.

.

.

.

.

three times just below the definition of the function. These are the three function calls. This

12
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means that the contents of the function are being executed three times. This is a very easy
example of a function.
-Yoo rrrrzht wonder why functions are so important. While reading this tutorial you will

certainly realize the benefits of functions. Especially. variable passing makes our scripts
really flexible .
Functions can also be used in combination with event-handlers. Please consider this
example 4.3

\

<hJ:1111>
<head>
<script language="JavaScript">
<!-- hide
function calculation() {
var.x= 12·
. '
vary= 5;
var result= x + y;
alert(result);

}II-->
</script>
</head>
<body>
<form>
<input type=vbutton" value="Calculate" önClick="calculation()">
</form>

.

;i .

. </body>

•

</html>
(The
online version
lets
.
.
. you test this script immediately)
.
.
The button calls the function calculation(). You can see that the function does certain
calculations.
Forthis we are using the variables x, y and result. We can define a variable with the
keyword var. Variables can be used to store different values - like numbers, text strings etc.
13
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The line var result= x + y; tells the browser to create a variable result and store in it the.
result of x + y (Le. 5 + 12). After this operation the variable result is 17. The command
alertıresult) is in this case the same as alert(l 7). This means we get a popup window with
the number 17 in it.

2.3 The Time-object
With the help of timeouts (or timer) you can let the computer execute some code
after a certain period of time. The following script shows a button which opens up a popup
window after 3 seconds. The script looks like this:
· Example 5.1
<script language= "Javascript">
<!-- hide

.

function timert) {
setTimeout("alert('Time

,4
is up!')", 3000);

}
//-->
<rscript>.

<form>

< input type= "button" value= "Timer" onClick= "timerı) ">
<!form>
setTimeoutO
Js a method of the window-object? It sets a timeout - I. think you might have guessed that.
· The first argument is the JavaScript code which shall be executed after a certain time. In

.

our case this argument is "alert/'Time is up!')". Please note that the Javaxcript-code has to
.

.

.

.

.

be inside quotes. The second argument tells the computer when the code shall be executed.
You have to specify the t[me in number of milliseconds (3000 milliseconds= 3 seconds}. ·
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2.4 The Date-object
Javascript lets you use some predefined objects. This is for example the Date-object,
the Array object or the Math-object. There are several other objects - please refer to the
documentation provided by Netscape for a complete reference.
We are going to have a look at the Date-object first. As the name implies this object lets
you work with time and date. For example you can easily calculate how many days are left
· until next christmas. Or you can add the actual time to your HTML-document.
So let's begin with an example which displays the actual time. First we have to create a
. new Date-object. For this purpose we are using the new operator. Look at this line of code:
today= new Date()
This creates a new Date-object called today. If you do not specify a certain date and time
when creating a new Date-object the actual date and time is used. This means after
executing today= new Date O the new Date-object today represents the date and time of this
specific moment.
The Date-object offers some methods which can now be used with our object today. This is
for example getilourst}, setllourst), getlvfinutesO, setMinutes(), getMonth(), seıMontht}
and so on. which changes the time every second or millisecond automatically .
. .In order to get another date and time we can use another constructor (this is the Datet)
method which is called through the new operator when constructing a new Date-object):
today= new Date(] 997, O, 1, 17, 35, 23) This will create a' Date-object which represents
the.
.
.
,

first of january 1997 at 17:35 and 23 seconds. So you specify the date and time like this:
<It

Date(year, month, day, hours, minutes, seconds):
Please note that you have to use O for January - and not l as you might think. 1 stands for
Febnıaryand

so on. Now we will write a script which outputs the actual date and time. The.

resultwill look like this:

Time: 17:53
Date: 4131201 O
The code looks•like this: · ·
· Example 6.1

15
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<script language= "JavaScript">
<!-~ hide
now= new Daiei);
document. write("Time: "+ now.getllourst) + ":" + now.getMinutesO + "<br> '');
döcument.write("Date: "+ (now.getMonthO + 1) + "/" + now.getDateQ + "I"+
(1900 + now.getYearO));

//-->
<Zscript>:'
Here we use methods like getlloursı) in order to display the time and date specified in out
Dateobject now. You can see that we are adding 1900 to the year. The method get Yeart)
returns the number of years since 1900. This means if the year is 1997 it will return 9T if
the year is 2010 it will return 110 - not 10! If we add 1900 we won't have the year 2000
problem. Remember that we have to increment the number we receive through getMonthO
by one.
This script does not check whether the number of minutes is less than 10. This means you
can get a time which looks like this: 14:3 which actually means 14:03: We will see in the
next script how to solve this problem. Now we will have a look at a script which displays a
working clock:
Example 6.2
<html>
<head>
<script Language= "Javabcript">
<F-- hide
var timeStr, dateStr;

•

function c!ockO. {

~

.•..

now= new Datet);

· II time
hours= now.geıHourst};
minutes= now.getbdinutest);
seconds= now.geısecondsı):
timeStr= ~,,, + hours;
16
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timeStr+

=

((minutes < I O) ? ":O": ": '') + minutes;

rimeStr+= ((seconds< JO)? ":O": ":'')+seconds;
document.clock.time.value

=

timeStr;

1date

date= now.getlıatet);
month= now.geıMontht)+ I;
year= now.get'Yeart);
dateStr= "" + month;
dateStr+ = ((date < I O) ? "/0" : ''/'') + date;
dateStr+

= "/"

+ year;

document. clock. date. value = · dateStr;
Timer= setTimeout("clockO ", I 000);
}
//-:..>

</script>
<rhead>
<body onLoad= "clocks) ">
<form name="clock">
· .Time.'.
<input type="textf' name="time" size="8" value=""><br>
Date:
<_inputtype=l'text" name=l'date" size='B'tvalue= '"'>
·-;:./form>
<rbody>

•

<rhtml>
(The •online versi~~ lets you test this script immediately) . ·

We. use the set'Iimeoutı) method for setting the·time and. date every second: . So we create
'

· every second a new Date-object with the actual time. You can see that the function dockO
is called with the onLoad event-handler in the <body> tag. In the body-part of our HTML- ·..
page we have two text-elements. The function clocks) writes the time and date into these
two form-elements in the right format You can see that ı,.ie are using two strings timeStr
17
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and dateStr for this purpose. We have mentioned earlier that there is a problem with
minutes less than 1 O - this script solves this problem through this line of code: timeStr+

=

((minutes < 1 O) ? :0": ": '') + minutes;
11

Here the number of minutes are added to the string timeStr. If the minutes are less than 1 O
we have to add a O. This line of code might look a little bit strange to you. You could also
write it like this which might look more familar:

if (minutes< 1 O) timeStr+= ":O'' +minutes
else timeStr+ = ":" + minutes;

ı.

ı:

.

;

·lı·

•
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CHAPTER3
MICROSOFT ACCESS DATABASE

1.1 Introduction
Access is an interactive, relational database management system. A database is an
organized collection of data stored in categories that are accessible in a logical or practical
manner.
Relational databases enable data to. be stored in multiple tables linked together via data
indexes. This makes working with the data faster and easier. Once entered into the database,
the data may be manipulated or viewed in various ways such as by sorting or by specially
set-up queries and reports.
Microsoft Access is a powerful program to create and manage your databases. It has many
built in features to assist you in constructing and viewing your information. Access is much
more involved and is a more genuine database application than other programs such as
Microsoft Works. First, you need to understand how Microsoft Access breaks down a
database. Some keywords involved in this process are: Database File, Table, Record.Field,
Data-type. Here is the Hierarchy that Microsoft Access uses in breaking down a database .

••

.

.~
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Database File: This is your main file that encompasses
the entire database and that is saved to your hard-drive

Database File:'
Table

or floppy disk.

Table:A table is a collection of data about a specific
topic. There can be multiple tables in a database.

Field:Fields are the different categories within a Table.
Tables usually contain multiple fields.

Datatypes:Datatypes

Value

are the properties of each field. A

field only has 1 datatype.
FieldName) Student LastName
· Datatype) Text

1.20bjects
Every database can contain several types of object The data itself is contained in an
objectcalled a table: The data can be used· in a wide variety of .formats, for example,
mailing lists, forms, reports and graphs. Each of these is a type of object. You create.
objects by clicking on the appropriate
tab in the Database window, then clicking
on the
.
.
New button. Once objects suchas tables have been created, they will be listed under the

.

· object tab whenever it is select,ed. To open an existing object, click on its name so that it
.

.

.

.

becomes highlighted then click on. Open. All objects have properties that can be set to
· d~termine how the object appears or operates

20
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1.3Tables
A table is the first type of object to create in a.database. It is a way of defining how
the data is to be stored. As with all databases, a table consists of 'records' (rows) and
'fields' (columns),
Each record represents one individual item in the database, such as a person in an address
book, and each field represents a component of the record such as a surname or part of an
address.
· Access is a relational database management system. This means that instead of having the
data stored in ·one large file or table, it can be divided into several smaller tables. This
reduces the amount of duplication of data and makes it easier to manage. The tables can be
related to each other by a common field ~uch as a case identification number. You can work
with several tables at the same time.
Creating a Table
To create a table, make sure that the Tables object tab is selected then click on the New
· button, Thispresents you with a dialogue box with five choices:

If you select Table Wizard, Access will help you to create a standard table by using pre~

.

.

defined fields. Selecting Design View, on the other hand allows you to. design your own
table.
.

.

SelectJ?esign View and click OK to bring

~

up the Table design window:
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the lower right corner of this window is an area containing a brief explanation of the
section containing the cursor? Field Names and

1.31 DataTypes
Each field of the table has three components: the Field Name, which identifies the
data stored in the field, the Data Type, which tells Access what kind of data will be stored
in· the field, such as text, numbers or dates, and the Description, which helps the user
remember the purpose of the field. It is very important to choose the right data type for a
field at this stage. Access will automatically insert a data type when you name a field but if
you need to change it, click on the data type box, and then click on the downward arrow
that appears to the right of the box. You can then choose a new data typ~ from the drop
down list.
As you type in the name of each field, a Properties section appears in the lower left corner
of the window 'where you can optionally define several properties for each field. Here you
can specify the format of the data to be entered and specify criteria for validating the data
as it is entered.
When you have defined the name, data type and properties of each field, save the table by
choosing save from the File menu. At this point you will be informed that a Primary key
has not been set and you will be asked if you wish Access to create one. ·

A table is a collection of data about a specific topic. Using a separate table for each topic
means that you store that data only once, which makes your database more efficient, and
. reduces data-entry errors.

•
Tables organize data into columns (called fields) and rows (called records).
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:5ach.ffııl,i in fiı.ı Studııtı1'P-'totds .tabfıı ac-niaiııs thıı :ıatn# ~pa of... . . . . . ·
injbrma:ti.onfar.ııvery smdMt, .such as .shıdsnt's Socıa.l .5~t!{V ]ı§ırnbBt
{Soc S;1c #>. This is an ;1xamı;ıls of a COLUMN

Eaı:h rııcord in a 1!tudınt Rııısotd:. wb1ı contains alt,,ıf t1uı i~nnafion
ab.:ıut cn.ı student, sudı as thetr J?ir:st :M:ımil, £ast Mımıı, Birthday,
Address; and ôtv. Jk... This ıs an ,uamı,le ota ROW

3.4

Primary Key
One or more fields (columns) whose value or values uniquely identify each record

in a table. A primary key does not allow Null values and must always have a unique value.

A primary

key is used to relate a table to foreign keys in other tables.

A Primary key field is a field that is used uniquely to identify each record. The field can be
used by Access to manipulate data more efficiently. You do not have to specify a key. If
you wish to use one, you can choose an existing field or, if you answer yes to the prompt
for Access to create a Primary key,Access will create an extra field containing an ID .
number for each case.

'\.5
.
.Entering Data

Once you have defined the structure of a table, you can start to enter·
into it..
. .data
..
'

You created the. table in Design view: To enter
data,
switch
to Datasheet view
by selecting
'
·.
. .
..
.

.

. Datasheet from the View menu. This produces a spreadsheet style window with the name
of{,ach field aıthe top of a column~
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The highlighted box or cell of the datasheet denotes the insertion point for data. If you
requested Access to create a Primary key, the first cell is a counter called ID, which is
automatically filled- in by Access. Press TAB to move to the next cell containing your first

1.6 Field
•

Saving Data: You do not have to do anything special to save the data. When you
leave a record to go to the next one or close the table, Access automatically saves·
any changes. To close the table choose Close from the File menu

•

Finding Data: The simplest way to find a record in a table is: From the database
window, open the table in Datasheet view. Select the field to search by clicking on
its name box. Choose Find from the Edit menu. Enter the value you want to search
for in the Find What? box and click on Find First.

You can also specify whether the search should match for case, in which direction to search
and whether to search other fields. When you initiate a search, the cursor moves to the first
occurrence of the search string in the table and the string is highlighted. To search for
another occurrence of the same value, use the Find Next button.

· I, i Relationships
After you've set up multiple tables in your Microsoft Access database, you need a
way of telling Access how to bring that information back together again. The first step in
this process is to define relationships between your tables: After you have done that, you
.

..

ca~ create queries? forms, and· reports to display information from several tables at once.

A relationship works by matching data in key fields - usually a_ field with the same name in
both tables.In most cases, thesematching fields are the primary key from one table, which
provides

a

unique identifier for each record, and a foreign key in. the other table. For

exam'?ııe, teachers can be associatedwith the students they are responsible for by creating a
-1' .

relationship between the teacher's table and the student's table using theTeacherID fields.
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1.8 Forms
A form is nothing more than a graphical representation of a table. You can add,
update, delete records in your table by using a form. NOTE: Although a form can be named
different from a table, they both still manipulate the same information and the same exact
data. Hence, if you change a record in a form, it will be changed in the table also.

A form is very good to use when you have numerous fields in a table. This way you can see
all the fields in one screen, whereas if you were in the table view (datasheet) you would
have to keep scrolling to get the field you desire.

1.9 Reports
A report is an· effective way to present your data in a printed format. Because you
have control over the size and appearance of everything on a report, you can display the
information the way you want to see it.

•
•

,·-.J..-·.
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CHAPTER 4

ASP AND ODBC

4~1 Introduction ASP
Active Server Pages or ASP, as itis more commonly known, is a technology that
enables you to make dynamic and interactive web pages. ASP uses server-side scripting to
dynamically produce web pages that are not affected by the type of browser the web site
visitor is using. The default scripting language used for writing ASP is VB Script, although
you can use other scripting languages like JScript(Microsoft's

version of JavaScript).

ASP pages have the extension .asp instead of .HTM, when a browser the web server knows
to interpret any ASP contained within the web page before sending the HTML produced to
the browser requests a page with the extension .asp, This way all the ASP is run on the web
server and no ASP, will ever be passed to the web browser. Any web pages containing ASP
cannot be run by just simply opening the page in a web browser. The page must be
requested through a web server that supports ASP, this is why ASP stands for Active
Server Pages, no server, no active pages.
As ASP was first introduced by Microsoft on it's web server, Internet Information Services
(IIS), that runs on Windows 2000/XP Pro/NT4, it is this web server that ASP pages usually
run best on.
For those of you running Windows and wish to play around with ASP on your own system

'
you will need to. install Microsoft's Internet
Information Services (IIS). Lucky IIS or its
micro version Personal Web Server (PWS). comes free
with Windows.
.
.

4.2Wbat is ADO?
•

ADO is a Microsofttechnology

.•

ADO stands for ActiveX Data Objects

- •
•

··

ADO is a MicrosoftActive~X component
ADO is automatically installed with Microsoft IIS
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•

ADO is a programming interface to access data in a database

4.3 Creating the Database
· To create a database your first need to open Microsoft Access and choose 'Blank
Access Database' from the starting menu. You will.be prompted for a name for the database
and where you want it saved. Call the database 'World_news.mdb' and save it in the same
directory as the web page connecting to the database is going to be.

You should now see the main Access dialog box, from here select 'Create table in design ·
view'.

\create table in Design view\
I!]

ım .

·createtable by using wizard
Create table by entering data

You now need to create 3 fields for the _ database and select there data types.

Field
1 needs to be called(JD_na'
and have the data type
of i_;lutoNumber'.
Also set this
.
'
.
.
.
. .
..
.
field as the primary key .
Field2 needs to be called 'Name' and have.jhe data type oftext. Field 3 needs. to be called
'Comments' and also has the data type of textbut this time
. ~ you need to change the default
.
. .

.

'

field size of 50 to 100 characters under the 'General'tab in the ·'Field Properties' •·box. at the
'
bottom of the screen.. ·
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Once the entire fields have been created and the data types and primary key set save the
table as 'th/Comments'.

Now the table has been created you need to enter some test data into the table. You can do
this by double-clicking on the new table (th IComments} in the main dialog box. From here
you can enter some test data. I would recommend entering at least 3 pieces of test data.

4.4 Creating an HTML Page to take User Input
First ~eed

:,

to quickly create an HTML page with aform on it to take the· input

from the user;

In this page-we-wi-1-1..-ha:ve-~ext boxes, one called 'name' and the other called, 'comments',
we will then use the post method to send the page to the file, 'add_to_World _news.asp' that
we are going to be creating ].ater inthistutorial;
.t

whichwilladd the user input into the
.

·database.

. 28
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Save the page as 'World _newsJorm.htm'

in the same folder as the World _news database.

4.5 Creating a Page to Select the Database Entry to Delete
First we need to create a page to display the contents of the database so we can
select which entry that we want to delete. ·

:,
I'm not going to go into two much detail on this page as it is almost identical to the page
'World-_news.asp'·we createdin the first database tutorial.

The only difference is that we are selecting all fields from the table 'th/Comments' in the
World _news database so we are using the SQL query with the wild card, 'tb!Comments. *'
to get all the fields from the table.

The other difference is when we are displaying the contents of the database in the web page
using the 'Response: Write' method we are now creating a hyperlinkto the 'delete_entry.asp'·
. page. which we will be creating later in this tutorialtodelete

29
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:,
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Save this page as 'delete_select.asp' in the same folder as the. World _news database.

4.6 Creating a·Page to Select the Database Entry to Update
-~-

· ·

·

· First w~ need to create a page to display the contents of the database so we can .

select which entry that we want to update ..
I'm not going to go into any detail about this page as it is almost identical to the page we
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·ı

.
Save this page as 'delete_select.asp' in the same folder as the. World ~news database.
~

4.6 Creating a- Page to Select the Database Entry to Update
. FirsJ.we need to create a page to display the contents of the database so we cım _ - .
select which entry that we want to update,

~·m not going togo into any detail about this page as it is ahnost identical to the page we
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created in the last database tutorial on selecting an entry to delete. The only difference is
the hyperlink created is to the form, 'updateJorm.asp', that we are going to create next in
this tutorial.
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Save this page as 'update _select asp' in the same folder as the World _news database.
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CHAPTERS
NEWS PAGE DESIGN

5.1 Introduction
In the beginning I would like to declare what is going on my practical project which
belongs the news WebPages that could be updatable from time to another, therefore the
· changeable daily news require such .a specific area to be followed sequentially, so that

I

decided to design this webpage to be one of optimum choices that may I will get job within,
so during my studying I found that there are too many alternatives fields that can be my
future choice, whereas I detected that I will be professional and familiar with WebPages
designing.

5.2 The contents of my project
My project contains five news website pages thus the first page belongs the main _
page which called (world of today), the second page refers to the economic side. of news
which called (world of economy), the third page related with the technology side ofmociern
life and the last development occurs in the dominative changes life, the fourth page deals
with sport throw its all related field and the fifth page which satisfies the young' s race cars
.: satisfactions. And these pages would be updatable during the event changes from time to
·_ another accordingly and also to go more in the details about my project in my project-I have
.

-~.

webpage administration page which allows me to control about many things inside my
project for example· if I need to add any information to the World Of Today it will travel
me fo addition page which is one of three links inside this page (ADMINESTRA TION
PAGE),the second link goes to the delete page which allows me to delete any information
in my project and finally the third link get me on the updating page which achieves me to
keep continue if I need to update any informatiori immediately in my website and just I
want to press your attention that all these pages which inside the administration· page are _
. connected by ODBC and ASP (Active Server Pages)by using the java script and Database.

34
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5.3 My Database
firstly; I use the Microsoft access to design my database inside which include
particular specifibtion

for my data as a table which includes six fields and thisI is my

explanation about each field alone and here figure(S _ 1) here express the way that I. use it
input my database.

I

,

Figure l: Micrnsoftaccess
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•

Primary key:
(actually this application is used here just to combine the value or values uniquely
identify each record in a table with other values in other fields to manipulate data
more efficiently, I mean here that! can use it in case that I need to update or delete
any information by using the primary key I can specify any information that I need
depending on the property of this field:

•

ADD DATE:
This field. expresses the date

•

of the newswhich

is inserted in the website ..

SUBJECT:
During this field I can show the head line of the news in the website.

•

Body:
From this field I can publish my news into the website.

•

Picture:
This field allows me to give more explanation about the news by inserting the
picture which is related with the news inthe website.

•

TYPE:
this field specify in which page that I can make these operations (ADD_ DA TE,
SUBJECT, BODY, PICTURE) only for example if I enter (number 1 )which
corresponds to the home page

in this field it means that all the values in the same

row in special fields.will display at the home page, and I code it as below

>"

1

corresponds to home page·

>"

2
,.,

corresponds to economy page

>"

.)

corresponds to technology page

>"

4

corresponds tosport page .

>"

5

corresponds to car page .
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5.4 ·Administration· Page
As we told before the administration page is the first page that I constructed which
gives me the ability to go in too many things in my project to become the control panel of
my project It has three main links, each link arrives you to specification page. In addition,
the flowchart below explains what.the construction of the home page.

Pl Administration

Add.asb

Update.asp
Delete.asp

Fail

No

,
Fail

Fail

No/

No

.If
correct

Yes.

S'uccess
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5.5 ·Add page
This page is respon'.ible for ~serting data -news-to the web site Each news has its
own ID number, date, subject (the title of news), body (detaıls of the news), type (what
kind of news is this) and picture, as it shown below.

:~1

Figure 2·: add page
I used ODBC and ASP(using Jscript) tec;Jlniquesto link the data base with the web site,
here there are the codes that is used to insert news into my database·, and to be viewed
· Iater.:
II

***

Insert Record: c~nstnıct a sql insert statement and execute it

if (Stdng(Request("MM_insert")) != "undefined'')
{
.
.

· .. II create the sql insert statement
38
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var MM - table Values="" ' ~Values='"'·
'
for (var i=O; i+ 1 < MM_fields.length; i+=2} {
var forınVal = MM_fields[i+l];
var MM_typesAırny = MM_columns[i+ 1].split(",");
var delim=

(MM_typesArray[O] != "none")? MM_typesArray[O] : "";

var altVal = (MM_typesArray[l]

!="none")? MM_typesArray[1] :. "";

· var emptyVal = (MM.:___typesArray[2] !="none")? MM_typesArray[2] : "";
if (formVal==""

II form Val==

"undefined") {

form Val= emptyVal;
. } else {
if(altVal != '"') {
formVal= altVal;
} else if (delim== ""') { II escape quotes
formVal= I'"'+ formVal.replace(/'lg,"11") + ""';
} else {
formVal = delim + form Val+ delim;
}
}
MM~tableValues += ((i !=O)?",":;,,,)+

MM_columns[i];

MM_dbValues += ((i !=O}?"," : "")+form Val;
}
MM_editQuery = "insert into"+ MM_editTable +" (" + MM_tableValues +")values("
+ MM_dbValues +11)";

.•.
, if(!M}{_abortEdit) {

II execute the insert
var MNl_editCmd = Server.Create0bject('AD0Dl3.Command');
MM_ editCmd.ActiveConnection = MM_ editConnection;
·. MM_:editCnı:d.CommandText = MM_ editQuery;. ·
· MM_editCmd.Execute();
MM_ editCmd.ActiveConnection. Close(); ·
39
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if (MM editRedirectUrl) {
Response.Redirect(MM _editRedirectU rl);
}
}

}
%>
<%

5.6 Remove and update pages
These two pages are connected with· search page, which allows me to specify any
information that I need to remove or update by calling the ID of the information itself. As
shown in figure 3

ı.'

· Figure 3: Search page

~

•

5.6~1 Remove page
it used for delete. a record i.e. - a news - from the web site ,first of all you have to
get the news ID number to be removed .then administrating page will search about that
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record if it is founded it well be deleted ,then it will give you success operation, otherwise
it will give fail operation as shown in figure 4.

Figure 4: Remove page

By using the delete record code I can delete any news from my project
II*** Delete
Record: declare
variables
.
.
..
.

if (String(Request("MM_delete"))
String(Request("MM_recordld"))

var MM_editConnection

==

"forml" &&

!= "undefined") {

= MM_DatabaseConn_STRING;

.

· {ar MM_editTable = ".world_news';;

•

var MM editColumn = "ID";
.

.•. -

.

var MM - record1d = '"' + Request.Form("MM
.
.
.
- recordld") + "";
va~ MM:_editRedirectU rl = II success.htm";

II append the query string to the redirect URL·.
if(MM_editRedirectUrl && Request.QueryString && Reqı.ıest.QueryString.Count > O) {

41

MM editRedirectUrl

+=

((MM editRedirectUrLindexüf('?')

==

-1)?"?":"&")

+

Request.QueryString;

}
}
%>
<%

II*** Delete Record: construct a sqldelete statement and execute it

if (String(Request("MM_ delete")) != "undefined" &&
String(Request("MM_recordld"))

!= "undefined") {

//create the sql delete statement
MM_editQuery = "delete from"+ MM_editTable +"where"+

MM_editColumn +" ="

+ MM_recordld;

if (!MM_abortEdit) {
!I execute the delete
var MM_editCmd = Server;Createübject('ADODB.Command');
MM_ editCınd.ActiveConnection =MM_ editConnection; ·
MM:_editCmd.CommandText = MM_ editQuery;
MM editCmd.Execute(J;

•

MM:_editCmd.ActiveConnection.Close();

if (MM. editRedirectUrl) {

•

Response.Redirect(MM:___editRedirectUrl);
}

l
J,

%>
<%
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var Recordsetl - MMColParam = "l"·'
if (String(Request.QueryString("ID")) != "undefined" &&
String(Request.QueryString("ID"))

!== "") {

Recordsetl_MMColParartı = String(Request.QueryStrıng("ID"));

%>
<%
var Records et 1

= Server. CreateObj ect(" ADODB .Recordset");
Recordset l .ActiveConnection = MM_DatabaseConn _STRING;.
Recordsetl .Source = "SELECT
* FROM world news
Recordsetl_· MMColParam.replace(/'/g,
Recordsetl.CursorType

WHERE

ID

=

"+

""") + '"'; .

= O;

Recordsetl .CursorLocation = 2;
Recordsetl.LockType

,I

= 1;

<

Recordsetl .Open();
var Recordset l _numRows = O;
%>

.•.
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6.5.2 Update page
During this page, I can update any information in my database and the aim of this
step to give me the ability to make any update in many kinds of information like (picture,
date, titles, details news) as shown in Figure, 5

Figure 6: Upd~te page

and just I want to press your attention that by using the update record code which is shown
below we can change anything in mydata base .

.

<%

//*** UpdateRecord: set variables

•

.
if (String(Request("MM_ update"))== "forml" &&
String(Request("MM _recordld")) !=. "undefined") {

var MM_editConnection ~ MM~DatabaseCoİm_STRING;
var MM editTable = "world_news";
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var MM_editColumn == "ID";
var MM_recordld == "" + Request.Form("MM_recordld")

+ "";

var MM editRedirectUrl == "success.htm";
==
MM fieldsStr
var
"textfield l [val ue\textfıeld2 \value\textfıeld3 \value\textarea\value\textfıeld7 \value\textfıeldpict
urelvalue";
· varMM _columnsStr==l'ID\none,none,NULLIADD _DATE\' ,none,NULL\SUBJECTI' ,none,"\
BODEY\';none,"\TYPE\none,none,NULL\PICTUREI' ,none,"";

II create the MM_fıelds and MM_columns arrays
var MM_fıelds == MM_fıeldsStr.split("I");
var MM_colurnns == MM_columnsStr.split("I");

II set the form values
for (var i=O; i+ 1 < MM:.Jields.length; i+;,2) {
MM_fıelds[i+ l] == String(Request.Form(MM_fıelds[i]));

'f
I I append the query string to the redirect URL
• if (MM_editRedirectUrl && Request.QueryStririg && Request.QueryString.Count>
MM_editRedirectUrl

+==

((MM_editRedirectUrLindexüf('?')

====

-1)?"?":"&")

;o

Request.QueryString;
••
}

•

. o/o>
·<%
II*** Update Record: construct a sql update statement andexecute it

if (String(Request("MM _update")}!== "undefined" &&
String(Request("MM_recordld"))

!= "undefined") {
45
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II create the sql update statement
MM_editQuery ="update"+ MM_editTable +" seti';
for (var i=O; i+I < MM_Jields.length; i+=2) {
var formVal= MM_fields(i+ I];
varMM_typesArray
var delim=

= MM_columns(i+ l].split(",");

(MM_typesArray[Ol != "none")? MM_typesArray[OJ: '"'; ·

var altVal = (MM_typesAıny[l]

!="none")? MJv[_type.sArray(l}: "";

var empty Val= (MM_typesArray[2] !="none")? MM_typesArray[2] : ""; ·
if (formVal==""

II formVal==

"undefined") {

. formVal= emptyVal;.
} .else {
if(altVal != "") {
formVal = altVal;
} else if(delim == ""') {//escape quotes
form Val="'"+ formVal.replace(/'/g,""")+

""';

} else {
formVal = delim + formVal + delim;

}
MM_editQuery += ((i !=O)?"," : "") + MM-'-columns[i] + "=" + formVal;

}
MM:__editQuery+="where"+

if (!M~_abortEdit)

MM_editColumn +" =" + MM_recordld;

•

{

· II execute the update
. var MM_ editCmd = Server.Create0bject('AD0DB.Command');
MM_ editCmd.ActiveCormection = NIM_editConriection;
.

.

· MM_:__editCmd.ConimandText=MM..,..editQuery;.·· ·
MM_ editCmd.Execute();
MM editCmd.ActiveCorinection.Close();
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if (Mlvl__editRedirectUrl) {
Response.Redirect(MM _editRedirectUrl);
}

}

}
%>
<%
var Recordsetl_MMColParam

= "l";

· · if (String(Request.QueryString("ID"))

!= "undefined" &&
11")

String(Request.QueryString("ID"))
Recordsetl_MMColParam

!=

{

= String(Request.QueryString("IDII));

}
%>
.<%
var Recordsetl

= Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Recordset");

Recordset l .ActiveConnection
Recordsetl.Source

=

= MM _DatabaseConn _STRING;

"SELECT

Recordsetl_MMColParam.replace(/'/g,

FROM
""") + "";

= O;

· Recordsetl.CursorType

Recotdset l .CursorLocation
Recordsetl .LockType

*

=

= 2;

1;

Recordset 1. Open();
var Recordsetl:....numRows = O;

%>
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